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PREZ PAGE
It seems like we Juat started this year with all kinds 0£ great
expectations.
and here it is time to start the process of
electing new o£ficers.
We will try to have some potential
leaders to present £or consideration at the September 27 meeting.
The election will be at the October meeting.
I've heard complaints that visitors and new aeabera coae to the
chapter meetings expecting to aeet kindred spirits.
and then go
home afterward £eeling rebuffed by a cold or cliqueish crowd.
I
am a little surprised because I thought most of us were willing
to talk airplanes anywhere.
anytiae.
but on retrospect I think
there is probably a little fault with both parties.
We that have
been here a while and should try to remember what it was like
when we were strangers and make a special point to make welcome
anyone we see to be new.
However.
some people want to talk and
some don't, so the newcomer is going to have to let his wishes be
known.
You can't remain aloof in a corner and expect someone to
run you down to entertain you.
Participate!
WEAR YOUR NAMETAG TO THE MEETING!
See youall on the 27th - Monroe

PROJECT TOUR
See airplanes being built!
See five Stardusters in various
stages of construction all at one place!
This is an open house
and working demonstration courtesy of "the old geezers".
Bring a
lawn chair and sit a spell.
Thia is not a fly-in but any
homebuilt that flies in will be welcome.
WHERE: Airpark east aide. between hangar rows. #C4
WHEN: Sunday Oct. 2 at 1330 (1:30pm)

FOR SALE
180hp Lycoming 0-360-ClA aircraft engine £or homebuilt.
Originally from Hooney H20A.
All maJor overhaul work
(inspection.
machine work.
paint,
etc.) done by certified engine shop, ready
£or final assy.
Cylinders chromed to standard size.
Aiternator
and magnetos included.
S2500.
Monroe 214-352-1564 anytime.
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EDITOR Is LETTER
September 1983
The Southwest Regional 1983 Fly-In at Kerrville, Texas will have come and gone
before our next meeting. This is my favorite fly-in. Each year, as Oshkosh
gets bigger and more commercial, the Southwest Regional looks better. We missed
Kerrville last year because we had an opportunity to see the Reno Air Races and
are especially looking forward to getting back to the Texas Hill Country.
Have you noticed JOHN CRISWELL smiling alot on TV lately? He has acquired a
Fly Baby. JIM YOUNG isn't smiling as much, but he will soon(?) when the Hiperbipe is flying. John says he's flying two or three hours each week and plans
to fly to Kerrville. John also denies that there are any plans to change the
paint scheme to the black and gold of Missouri. BRAD MITCHELL is also smiling.
He recently purchased a Cessna 170. The paint has been stripped for painting
and having just completed the stripping of a Swift, I believe that getting the
170 without paint was worth what he paid for it.
JOHN MARTIN, president of the Mostek Flying Club at Air Park reports that they
have been successful in getting runway lights functional at Air Park. This will
allow you to extend your evening flying. Incidentally, if you don't have your
airplane flying yet, you might check with John. I don't know if they have any
openings for new members, but the flying club route is a reasonably economical
way to keep your flying skills fine tuned while you are completing the perfect
airplane.
The feature article this month was written and contributed by a relatively new
chapter member, DANNY RENWICK. He has been involved in the EAA only a short
time but he doesn't seem to be inclined to waste time. I'm looking forward to
seeing his project, but if I don't hurry, it may be complete before I get to
Irving. The process of selecting a first time project is one of the most difficult decisions we must make. Many times it takes years to find the perfect project. The first part of Danny's project will be featured in this edition and
the final part will be featured in the October HANGAR ECHOES. Danny's tips may
help someone to zero in on the one set of plans that is just right.
·
Feedback from the members is needed. Your response to the newsletter in particular and all chapter activities is needed to help yourofficers and directors
better plan future activities. It is time to start planning for 1984 activities.
Your input will be help develope a plan for 1984 that will be of greater interest to a larger percent of the membership. I'd like to suggest that your suggestions be in writing (your constructive critism is needed}. Along with your suggestions, send an update on your project. Current status, problems encountered
and solved, problems that are unsolved, etc. I have a file started on each of you
who completed a profile distributed last year. As yourupdates come in, we'll
share your accomplishments with the rest of the members.
The "How To" article this month was contributed by ED LAWRENCE. It is an electrical schematic for a Cessna 140. It could be used effectively, I believe, for
any home built requiring an electrical system.
Some of the Cahpter members have taken advantage of the special offered by the
TERRA CORPORATION on their nav com. We will try to get a report on how well they
perform soon. It appears to be current state of the art avionics, small, light
and very low amperage required. They have a transponder that will be available
probably by the end of the year.
Have a good time at Kerrville, fly safe and .take time out to send us your comments
and project updates.
,U.
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SEATON'S SAFETY SUMMARY
SEPTEMBER IS AUCTION MONTH AT OUR MONTHLY MEETING!!!!!!!!
$5 DOLLARSISTHEBID,WHOWILLMAKEITA 10? MAKEITA 10, 10, 10.
Be sure to come to the meeting and bring somethin9 You do
~~t need anvmore, but sPeciallY be sure
to bring some money
to buY something You do not need. Whoops, I mean be r·eady
to buy that wonder·ful item that someone el ::.e thou9ht was
.Junk! !
We are hoPing for good items to be donated. The money
raised will be used to cover chapter operating expenses,
and we can use all the money we can get. If you have a
large item (say a Twin Beech) that You need to sell but You
do not want to donate, we will sell it for You at a low
Percent (10%). If You have a minimum You need, be sure to
notify me before the auction starts. Auctions are always a
lot of fun, so do not miss this one.
The items in this month's safety summary are either direct
9uotes or summarizations
from John Jarchow, the
FAA
Accident Prevention Specialist for the Dallas GADO. The
items are from the
Safety Coordinators Newsletter ..••
ELT::.

EMERGENCY LOCATOR TRANSMITTORS

Before YOU Pull the mixture on Your en9ine, it is imPor·tant
that all aircraft operators tune the radio to 121.5 to
insure that Your ELT has not been activated.
The CIVIL AIR PATROL (CAP) has flown 1472 search missions
this Year, and 97.8% have been false alarms. In fact, the
CAP has had six false alarms in the Dallas area in the
last 30 daYs.
THE FAA CONGRATULATES THE EAA! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Administrator con9ratulated the
ExPerimental
"The FAA
Aircraft Association for "its 9enuine contributions to the
advancement
of aeronautics" in its Persuance of
the
aPProval for the use of automotive fuel in aircraft."
NOTICE TO AIRMEN
While the LUE (LOVE) VOR/DME is out of service, a temporary
A. T. I.S. fr·e·=rneni:--,·· of 135.25 ·has been establ i::.hed.
FSS

800 numbers: Austin 800-252-9750, Dallas 800-442-3072
EL Paso
592-81~0, Ft. Worth 772-2814
S Antonio 292-5493.
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SAFEPILOT $60,000 WINNER ANNOUNCED!!!
175,751 Pilots across the

country attended safety meetin9s
last Year and the winner of the $60,000 aircraft is Ro9er
A. Jones of Mesa, Az. He selected a new Cessna Skvhawk!
Last Year a total of 462,000 peoPle attended one of 10,933
SAFEPILOT seminars to revie~ the latest in fli9ht safetv
information from the FAA and GAMA.
OUTSTANDING FAA ACCIDENT PREVENTION COUNSELORS:
Hennin9
S.
Pederson of Westfield, Mass. and William
Hildebrand
of
Indianapolis
have
been
selected
as
outstandin9 FAA Accident Prevention Counselors for 1982.
AVIATION ACCIDENTS DOWN
Both
9eneral aviation
and
the
air carriers report
si9nificant decreases in accidents and fatalities durin9
the first 9uarter of 1983 when compared with the same
Period of 1982. Midair collisions also exPerienced a marked
decline.
NOTE ALL VFR PILOTS

FUEL REQUIREMENTS:

"NO PERSON MAY BEGIN A FLIGHT IN AN AIRPLANE UNDER VFR
UNLESS (CONSIDERING FORECAST WINDS AND WEATHER CONDITIONS)
THERE IS ENOUGH FUEL TO FLY TO THE FIRST POINT OF INTENDED
LANDING AND ASSUMING NORMAL CRUSING SPEED -- DURING THE
DAY TO FLY AFTER THAT FOR AT LEAST 30 MINUTES; OR AT NIGHT,
TO FLY AFTER THAT FOR AT LEAST 45 MINUTES."
In Plain old fashioned En9lish from Norman and Sharon: it
is now a9ainst the re9ulations to stretch vour fuel,
landin9 with only fumes in the fuel tanks. It never was
'.=-a fe or· smar·t !
Last on John Jarchow's letter was to Point out that several
Pilots are weak on traffic Pattern Procedures at non-tower
airPorts. All turns are to the left unless otherwise
indicated. FAR 91.9 states that aircraft should not cut in
front of, or overtake, other aircraft (ParaPhrased).
Take care and we will see
meetin9 and the Auction.
\

vou

at

Kerrville,

Norman and Sharon Seaton

\
DENNIS SWENSON LIKES VERY SHORT WIDE RUNWAYS l

-- - ----

.4

the next

The followin9 PHILOSOPHY OF FLIGHl B\ John Mc Collister was
Published bv General Aviation News in the Fourth Issue of
Au9us.t, 1983, and
the Editor 9raciously
9r·antE-d
1Js
PE-rmission tn run it in Han9a~ EchoE-s. In casE- vou did not
know it, GAN has moved from Snvder, Texas to Carrollton,
Texas. Dallas area Pilots should feel rE-al Proud to have
such a fine aviation Publication in the local area. Every
one of us should be a subscriber. In fact, our own Dick
Cavin is one of the contributin9 editors. Thank You GAN for
the f,:,11,:iwing:

Philosophy of FHght
John McCollister

Real Pilots
:.D ontt Eat Crow
"Real men don't eat quiche," states the
auttior of .a recent. best seller.-. Arguments surrounQlng•!)ls clalm•cont1nue.:1ntcollege halls and
neighborhood bars and probablfwlll remain unsettled. But none of us should deny the fact that
real pllots don't "eat crow."
Real pllots never ·consider themselves
beyond hi.iman complacency. They volunteer for
biennial check rides without the urging of any
FAA regulation.
. Real pilots never attempt to· paint a "macho"
l_rriage_. by putting the.' airplane' Into weird configurations Just to· send shivers through
passengers who are unaccustomed. to flight.
Real pilots are persistent to the point of
masochism. In splet of tight schedules, they wlll
never ·turn', on -~m Ignition before completing a
thorough pre-fllght vlsual Inspection of the plane.
Real ,pllots ,.ar~ .obsessed with. accuracy at
.
every turn: TtieY never Justify a sloppy landing
with: "That's good eri(>ugh." If one occurs; they
practice the fundamentals until It's done right
This distinction marks the difference between a
nice hobby and a firm commitment
Real pilots kee~·: low profiles. They don't
boast about what they1plan to do or that they can
handle any emergency with ease. They never
have to "eat crow" whem embarrassed because
they've gotten themselves Into situations beyond
the scope of 'thelr'expertlse.
~eal . pllots lnllst on remaining students.
They confess that ttaelr education Is not completed ·wlth.·the Jlgnl~ ·of @~;private pllot certificate.They -study Md ·grow .not for advanced
ratings alone, but toward higher levels of competence.
· R_eal pllots e:9.nstder flylng.as a prlvllege; not
a right. They ~now when thelrJacultles or reactions no longer allow them to sall the skies safely.
Real pilots, therefore, know wh~n to q!,Jlt.
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BASIC ELECTRICITY FOR THE A/C HOMEBUILDER by Edward A. Lawrence

Well, I was going to use the THORP T-18 Wiring to illustrate this, but
as you can see I am using the CESSNA 120/140 instead. If you care to look
up the original from CESSNA you will note it is more of a pictorial diagram,
and is very difficult to use as a troubleshooting aid. In the Cessna book,
wire numbers are listed at each end of the wire to help identify it.
This diagram is simplified quite a bit, but it still has a few things
that could stand a little explaining. The -=- symbol indicates a connection
to the aircraft body, to provide an electrical return path to make a
complete circuit. We call it GROUND'.; although it really is just a COMMON
point. In other words, the aircraft body acts like a great big wire shaped
so things can ride in it! (From the electricity's point of view.)
You can easily find the BATTERY on the upper left. Note the(-) terminal
connects to ground. The(+) terminal goes over to the MASTER SOLINOID.
Look at the "little spring thing" inside the MASTER SOLINOID. It is the
wiring part of an electromagnet. When CURRENT passes through the coil of
a SOLINOID, it will attract the movable part that closes the electrical
SWITCH part of the SOLINOID. The MASTER SWITCH can complete the circuit
for the coil in the MASTER SOLINOID, and thus apply the+ 12 voe to the
12 voe BUSS. Note that the current passes through the AMMETER to get there,
so it can measure the CHARGE or DISCHARGE of the BATTERY.
From the 12 voe BUSS, we have fuses that PROTECT THE WIRES that go to
the various electrical devices we have in the airplane. The fuses are
indicated by the "s" looking lines with the circles on the ends.
About all that should look strange now are the "x" marks. These indicate
a connection for wires that go to removeable surfaces such as the wings.
How about a problem?
You will be suprised to see just how far toward solving an electrical
problem you can go just by using your head. The basic rule is to
"DIVIDE AND CONQUER".

Look at the "X" up by the LEFT LANDING LIGHT. We are going to assume
our trouble is that we are losing contact at that point, just to
illustrate how to "DIVIDE AND CONQUER". The wiring diagram helps us
proceed in a logical manner. We go out to the airplane to prepare for a
night flight. We check the NAV LIGHTS before we start the airplane and
note the LEFT WING TIP LIGHT is out. Now, it may sound silly to ask yourself
this, but are any other lights on? If so, we have eliminated some of the
wiring. We know the +12 VDC is OK and we are getting power to the aircraft
buss. If not, then we can go back to the battery and check it. We will be
using our TEST LAMP to see if the VOLTAGE is present. Just fasten one lead
of the TEST LAMP to the aircraft frame and use the other lead to check for
the +12 volts.
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BASIC ELECTRICITY FOR THE A/C HOMEBUILDER by Edward A. Lawrence
My thinking would go like this:
CONCLUSION

OBSERVATION OR ACTION
NO LEFT WING TIP LIGHT

POSSIBLE NO +12, BAD FUSE, BAD LAMP

OTHER LIGHTS OK

+12 OK

RIGHT WING TIP LIGHT OK

FUSE '.-OK, NAV SWITCH OK, PROBABLE BAD
LEFT WING TIP LAMP.

CHANGE LEFT WING TIP LAMP
PROBLEM UNCHANGED!!!

LAMP IS NOT THE PROBLEM.
CAUSES ARE BAD WIRING.

CHECK FOR +12 AT LAMP.

NO +12.

CHECK FOR +12 AT
NAV LIGHT SWITCH.

+12 PRESENT. PROBLEM IS LOCATED BETWEEN
NAV LIGHT SWITCH AND LEFT WING TIP LAMP.

CHECK FOR +12 AT TERMINAL
MARKED BY THE "X'.

+12 ON NAV LIGHT SIDE, NO +12 ON LAMP SIDE.
WE HAVE JUST ISOLATED THE PROBLEM!!!

REPAIR BAD CONNECTION.

CHECK FOR +12 ON BOTH SIDES.

REPLACE LAMP.

VERIFY LEFT WING TIP LAMP IS NOW OK.

OTHER POSSIBLE

Well, I guess that about does it for the troubleshooting, but I would
like to talk about how to choose the correct wire size.
You must do this for EACH wire to insure it is not overloaded.
1.

Determine the maximum current(AMPS) the wire will carry.
To do this assume all the things that draw power through
the wire are "ON" ,and just add up the AMPS!

2.

Pick out the wire size that is rated to carry AT LEAST that
amount of current. The list below is the standard at my place
of employment. Use it as a guide. I would check CAM 18 or
other source to be sure before I bought any wire.
AWG

NORMAL LOAD

AWG

NORMAL LOAD

(AMPS)

(AMPS)

30

•5

20

5

28
26
24
22

.8

18

1

. 16
14

7
10
20

12

25

2
3
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CESSNA 120/140 SIMPLIFIED

WIRING

AMMETER
BATTERV
GEN

~
-

=
CO"'/TCO l

(r€}</

F

-.MASTER
SWITCH

~-~

i
,

CX)

GENERATOR

LEFT MAG

V

-

RADIO

#1

#2

15A

15A

LANDING
LIGHT
MOTORS

INST &
NAV
LIGHTS

#3

IOA

· 12 voe BUSS

#4
25A

LANDING
LIGHTS

L

#6

25A

25A
I

0

~T'l>r2.

A

T & B SW

B

I7

k-€~

TO
RADIO

.

LEFT
LANDING
LIGHT SW

0RIGHT

1

RIGHT MAG

•

NAV
LIGHT SW

CIGAR
LIGHTER

l

. )~ ;f l
II I 7
I

LEFT
LANDING
LIGHT

RIGHT
LANDING
LIGHT

.

~

RIGHT MAG
SWITCH

-Gi°1-

~
•

-

LEFT MAG
SWITCH

~~

R

#5

,.___I
LEFT WING
TIP LIGHT

-

TAIL
LIGHT

-

A
RIGHT WING
y- TIP
LIGHT

===================================================----------===
"It is not the Critic who counts, not the one who points out
how the strong man stumbled or how the doer of deeds might have
done them better.
The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena, whose
face is marred with sweat and dust and blood; who strives valiantly; who errs and comes short again and again; who knows the
great enthusiasms, the great devotions, and spends himself in a
worthy cause; who, if he wins , knows the triumph of high achievment; and who, if he fails, at least fails while daring greatly,
so that his place shall never be with those cold and timid souls
who know neither victory or defeat."
Theodore Roosevelt
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THE BIG PLUNGE
Danny Renwick

By

This two-part article will deal with experiences of a first time
builder leading up to his selection of,a hare-built project. But the
choices and considerations he faced ,•apply to any would-be aircraft
builder whether he be (or she be) a first-timer or an old tircer.
The Classifieds
I can rerrember thumbing through the classified section of Sport
Aviation, HOirebuilt Aircraft, and Trade-A-Plane and wondering; why a
person would build 50% or rrore of an airplane only to then offer it
for sale unfinished. All of us probably have thought, "sorrewhere
along the path to canpletion the idiot screwed up a part or parts and
he's trying to peddle a load of junk".
In sorre cases that ma.y be true, but in others there are in-complete
projects for sale which :possess good to exceptional workmanship. Sorre
may have even been done by licensed A and P's.
And, how many flying horrebuilts do you see advertised for sale with
less than 100 hours total time?
The bottom line is the fact that every year projects are chosen by
all of us without nruch consideration during the selection process.
Having just gone through it, I want to share SOire of the events leading
up to my decision.
From Small Seeds Grow l'-bney Hungry Projects
Ironically my project started taking shape in my mind at the 1981
Reno Air Races. (No, I am not building an F-8-F or P-51 for the Gold
Cup Race.) While at the race the ground shaking unlimiteds were my
main interest but my fancy was also tickled by the Fonnula One Racers.
I rewernber thinking "what exceptional workmanship, and finishes". And,
I was impressed because they were built by arrateurs. (That's an FAA
tenn.) I kept mentally comparing the racers with the planes we are rrost
familiar with, Wichita iron, and the canparison wasn't all that favorable.
I don't rrean that a Cessna 150 with faded paint and no wheel pants is ugly,
but the racers seemed to be flawless. Until now, I had pictured harebuilts as little rrore than Flagler Scooters. Obviously, it was a naive
understanding of the range of aircraft available.
Back at work I oouldn't get the racers off my mind. I talked with
pilots, dreaned, and without realizing it, planned. And then I hit the
jackpot. After losing all my rroney at the casino in Rino, I bumped into
a friend at work who had two un-used sets of aircraft plans. They were
for a long-EZ and a Sonerai II. I took both sets hOire to study and in
all candidness, I never did totally understand the long-EZ. But the
Sonerai plans appeared straight forward. I think in part I understood
what I was reading because of my past experience in constructing Hot Rods.
Having corrq;>leted a scratch built '23 T-Bucket Roadster and also
being half-way through a '36 'lb:polino Coupe project, I decided I could
corrq;>lete the Sonerai in about 12 to 18 rronths ..••• if I started building
it. I included in my estimate the time required to oonvert a VW engine.
But, although I liked the plans, I wasn't oonvinced this was the plane
best suited to my requirements or needs.
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I had a few other problems. 'Tu.o hot rods in a 2 car garage was
the biggest. But after putting an additional gate on my fence, I had
nost of that one solved. The Topolino was shuffled to my back porch
out of the elements . The T-Bucket refused to give up her stall, so
my garage would be cramped but workable with the right project.
My second problem sternred from the fact that I couldn't fly.
Or, to be nore exact, I couldn't fly.legally. I later found during
my first flying lesson, I could indeed drive the plane, with the exception of when in close proximity to the ground. But after much
flogging by my instructor, I earned my ticket and was ready to start
building an airplane. Or was I ? I'd done my research, joined the
FAA and had a perfect attendance record at the rreetings, but sorrething
was still missing ••••• I had to go North.
Between earning my ticket and Oshkosh '82 I had sent for packets
of infonnation from Corsair to Zenair, or at least it seerred that way.
I telephoned nurrerous companies as well; Ralph Majors at Taylor Aero
Industries, Mrs. Rex Taylor with Ha.pi Engines, and Don Williams at
MJnnett EKperinental Aircraft.
I was considering all the possibilities; range, speed, building
tine, fuel, seating, storage (yes storage ! There were no hangars
available at Grand Prairie at the tine and they had a 4 year waiting.
list.) and last of all, cost.
By this tine I had narrowed my list to the following considerations:
1. Engine - I preferred a non-certified engine. A VW would probably
fill the bill. Having talked with Ha.pi Engines, I felt a reliable conversion could be accomplished at a reasonable cost.
2. Storage - The problems involving storage v,,reighed heavily in my
selection process. This narrowed the field considerably, but not
totally. There are a number of harebuilt airplanes that now feature
reduced storage requirements.
Wants vs. Needs
In choosing my first project I found myself in much the sarre
position as when I bought a component stereo years ago. My desires
played a nore important part in my decision than my actual needs.
This is the point at which any prospective builder must grab
the reins and ride rough shod on his whims.
At first 120 knots cruise and a 250 mile range sounded adequate
for my needs, sorrething along the lines of the Sonerai. But then I
ran across the Dragon Fly. She's a slick little plane and I fell in
love with her lines. But, I was concerned about the storage problem
and could only consider the Dragon Fly after I determined the wings
could be rerroved for transport. But then I saw the Q-2. It might
be nice, longer range, comfort, style and that ever worshipped
corrodity, speed ! But the price was twice what I wanted to spend.
Soon it becarre obvious I wasn't getting anywhere and would have to
define my objectives even nore than I had thought.·
We all have to answer the question; what will I do with the
airplane ? This may seem obvious to the point of absurdity, but it
needs to be answered. I tend to be a "build-aholic". Ask my wife.
I spend hundreds of hours each year in my garage and my only regret
is, it's not air conditioned. I spend my v,,reekends at hone, and rarely
take long trips. Why would I need a plane with a thousand mile range
and a cruse of nearly 200 miles an hour? I said.need, not desire!
Thus, the field was narrowed to three; Sonerai, Dragon Fly,
11
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Q-2.

My next stop "WOuld be Oshkosh, where I 'WOuld be able to see
examples of all three, and talk with their builder/pilots.

. Oshkosh by Gosh '82
Like rrost, I set out on my mission' early first rrorning. Finding
the Dragon Fly proto-type I discussed my needs with Ching Walters of
Viking Aircraft, who represent Dragon Fly. The selection narrowed when
I learned there is a one hour assembly-disassembly for Dragon Fly wings.
'lb rre, this does not represent a portable aircraft.
I learned the Q-2 can be disassembled for transport but I felt it
was rrore plane than my finances would justify.
So the Sonerai becarre my final candidate. It has good speed, fair
range, is rugged, and according to all the pilots I talked with, is a
'v-.l'ell-liked and enjoyable plane. Through a careful process of elimination
I arrived at a justifiable project •.•. Will you?
Put on your Thinking cap
let's run through sorre of the considerations you must face before
you make your final decision. They are not in order. One builder may
have unlimited finances, thus cost is dead last. Another may not care
what kind of construction material is used, so this may rank last. Put
them in any ranking, but they are all food for thought and will apply
as you detennine your true needs.
1. Number of seats. If your wife or best friend is a "white knuckle
flyer, hates any altitude above New Orleans, and avoids the second story
of your honE, you may not need any rrore seats than one.
2. Actual Use. Be honest! Aerobatic, cross country, puddle jumper,
be realistic. Don't start a Glassair just because it's pretty, unless
you are going to open a museum. If you don't have tll'l'e in your job to
fly long cross countries, why should you pay for a cross country airplane?
3. Cost. Figure what you can actually afford. Arrred with this anount
you can detennine if a particular design is within your limits. Bur
arriving at this figure can be a difficult task. The best approach is
to ask the designer. With this "estimated" figure, then ask a few
experienced builders about the relevance of your "hopeful" anount. In
addition to the dollar anounts they can also advise you in regard to areas
which may cause you problems when you start your project. While you're
talking to the designer and builders, ask about tooling necessary to
complete the project. That can be an extrerrely expensive item in your
plans and I will expand on that in part two of this article.
4. Workshop. Where do you plan to build your project? I heard of
one man who is building a M::mi in his apartrrent. (I don't know if the
landlord knows about it yet). I restored a BSA rrotorcycle in the
living room of my previous house, so I can relate to him, but I can't
speak for his wife or friends.
The rrost important consideration in your building area is climate
as it relates to the material you are using. I.et' s face it, foam and
fiberglass don't fare well in a North wind in January. An un-heated
hangar is a burnrer. Resin will not cure properly, and unless you are
a polar bear, you "WOn't do so 'v-.l'ell either. And on the opposite side of
the coin, welding 4130 steel tube in August with no drafts will take the
wind out of your sails pronto.
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5. Storage. MY new builder had better consider this. Hangars are
expensive, and getting hard to find. Plastic airplanes are less suited
to an outside tie-down than sorre other kinds of materials. Md who wants
to keep a fabric covered plane out in a hail sto:rm? Sare of the new
designs feature a "compacting" feature 'which makes at hOire storage even
!X)Ssible.
·
6. Material Logistics. This is the area which kills many projects.
Will you be able to obtain the correct materials for your plane? If
you must scrounge for materials as you build, you can lose m:::m::mtum. Md
loss of rorrentum may bring on discouragerrent, which is quickly followed
by your ad in Trade-a-plane. Scrounging takes tirre. If the designer
offers a material kit, it's purchase may be a gcx:xi choice. Another point,
if the designer offers kits in separate Irodules it saves space, and helps
you spread out the financial outlay.
00 NOT plan to make structural substitutions for unusual sizes or
materials. While checking into one design I had originally considered, I
noticed a rather large piece of structural tubing. I telephoned the
designer and asked where I could buy it •••. He asked where I lived and
said I should have no problem in the Dallas area with LTV and General
That set off bells and whistles in If!Y mind. I knew if
Dynamics nearby.
I needed help during the building phase of his design, I would be sunk.
If the designer does not know where to buy materials, how will the firsttirre builder know where to find them?
Md while on the subject of materials •• consider your past experiences.
If in a shop course at schCXJl, for example, you enjoyed \'.Orking with~,
but hated cutting rretal, a ~ airplane may be best for your needs. But
don't be afraid to learn sorrething new. That is what the "amateur"
airplane designation rreans. It's educational as well as recreational.
Just because you have never \'.Orked with a certain material doesn't rrean
you can't learn. If you don't have the skills, or a preferance, talk to
other rrernbers of Chapter 168 .they have lots of expertise to share.
Next ronth we'll discuss designer sup!X)rt, clarity of plans, and
that all inp:>rtant ratio, starts versus completions. But if you are
impatient ••• See you at the next chapter rreeting !

*

HUDSON AIRPORT •••••• FLY-IN FOR BREAKFAST •••
From 9:00 a.m. •till 11:00 a.m.
SATURDAY SEPrEMBER 24th 1983
Real Eggs and Jirntcy Dean sausage
between Flour-Bombing &
other great events.
Jump in your bird and take a breakl

SUNDAY, SEPI'EMBER 25th at TERRELL, TX.
OPEN HANGAR AND CAMARADERIE*
*(Food and no stall speed)
Just ask for John Hara.st ••••••
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ATTENTION
TEXAS EAA CHAPTERS
EAA Chapter 187 (Austin) will be sponsoring the first annual
KITTIE HILL FALL FLING on Saturday, October 15 at Kittie Hill
Airport (Rain date Oct. 22).
This is a "by invitation only" event, and all EAA/AAA· members
are invited.
Our objective is to put on a l~day fun fly-in. There will be
no registration fee, no airshow, no general public, and no
hassle. There will be buddy rides, grass runways, food, and
an opportunity to enjoy the sport avaiation atmosphere of Kittie
Hill.
Kittie Hill is located 10 miles southwest of Georgetown airport.
It has 3 grass runways. The east-west runway may be closed for
aircraft parking. Watch for an arrow indicating the runway in
use.
Please - NO FLY-BYS until you've been briefed.
sensative situation with airport neighbors.

We have a

Call Alan Schmidt (512/258~9018) or Bill Mol (512/282-3290) if
you have any questions.
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FROM ONE HOMEBUILDER TO ANOTHER.
If you Need Insurance of Any Kind-Auto, Plane, Home, Business ••• Let:
DELMO JOHNSON INSURANCE AGENCY

Find Answer to Your Particular Need.
Just Call:
Delmo (Pitts Special) Johnson
1720 Regal Row, 638/4700 or 638/1900

ALCOR-the
GasoLEAN machine!

Flying a PITTS
MAKES YOU SPECIAL ! .
We're proud to announce our
appointment as a dealer for
Pitts Aerobatics, offering a
full line of parts, kits, and
CERTIFICATED FACTORY-BUILT
AIRPLANES, including the
260 hp S-2B, the ultimate
fabulous NEW two place
aircraft for instruction AND
unlimited competition.

We are STOCKING distributors
for the entire line of quality
products - TCP, Vernier Controls,
EGT's, CHT's and engine
analyzers, featuring the
fantastic new MCCA series,
the instruments that allow
you to visually monitor all
cylinders simultaneously.
Dealer inquiries invited.

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 40002
Garland, Texas 75040
(214) 271-7320

Hangar (South B1,1ilding):
Rockwall Airport (West Side)
Rockwall, Texas 75087
(214) 722-8375

&3utce

AN, MS, NAS & COMMERCIAL FASTENERS

A & B FASTENERS, INC.
ALVIN BOYANTON
PRESIDENT

P. 0. BOX 20853
2929 LADYBIRD LN.

~
SEATON & SEATON

Joo1meSio&~

Sio&~t

AIF=I CONDITIONING

· Chief Anonymous

Chief Barnstormer

2 14/350-7051
DALLAS, TX 75220

SERVICE
NORMAN N . SEATON. CFI

(-

~

214-270-3791

Airplanes

-

Instruments
Used Parts
Engines
Radios

~T
~-- .

SYNTHETIC LUBRICANTS

BILLY R. WOFFORD
INCREASED H.P.
FUEL EFFICIENT
REDUCES FRICTION

AMS/OIL DIRECT DEALER
Ft. Worth, TX 76180
(817) 281-6458

BETTER COOLING
LOWER OXIDATION STABILITY
CALL FOR DETAILS

COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT MATER~ALS STITS DISTRIBUTOR
LONG-EZE, DRAGONFLY
BEST PROCESS
SAF-T-POXY, FIBERGLASS,
BEST PRICES
FOAM AND ACCESSORIES.
BEST SERVICE
~

ALPHA PLASTICS, INC.

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS
8701 Cardinal Road
Fort Worth, Texas 76180
(across from Mangham Airport)
Bus. 817-281-8468
Res. (metro) 268-2786

BOBBY OSBORN

SPRUCE

AIRPLANE KITS

~

WELDED,
ASSEMBLIES

Route 1, Box 231

HARDWARE

West, Texas 76691
(817) 826-3639
VISA & MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED
SAME OR NEXT DAY SHIPMENT ....

'

Alpha Aviation Supply Co.
OWNERS:
IRA & ELIZABETH HALE

e GREENVILLE, TEXAS
214-455-3593

P. 0. BOX641

74501

.

~[h)o ~~• [p)~

f~W • [n)~ ~[ill[n)©[ru

Rt.1,Box183B
~
Rockwall, Texas 75087
Metro 226-7610 _ _ _ _ _
_,-·..... ' (214)563-3765
__.~-~-

,,,,,,

.

SUMMER CAMP- Boys and Girls, age 7 - 17
LODGE AND FACILITIES- Parties, Retreats
AIRPORT- Fuel, Instruction, Hangers
Luxury Guest House
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